
Grade 7:       UNIT REVISION FOR EXAM 

 Fill in the blanks with "should" / "shouldn't"  

 1- We ..................................recycle bottles, glasses, 

papers, etc. 

2-We .................................. throw rubbish in the 

environment. 

3- We .................................stop killing animals. 

4- We ................................. overhunt animals. 

5- We .....................................plant trees. 

6- We ....................................provide shelter for 

street animals. 

7- We......................................cut down trees. 

8- We ......................................destroy natural 

habitats of animals. 

9- We .....................................protect wildlife. 

10- We ....................................use chemicals. 

11- We ………………………………. prevent deforestation. 

12. We ………………………………. use animals’ fur, tusks 

or skins for decorating our houses. 

 

Read the passage and answer the questions. 

Hello. I want to talk about “Ayla” movie in this 

program. Ayla is a Turkish movie. The director of 

the film is Can Ulkay. Starrings are İsmail 

Hacıoğlu, Çetin Tekindor, Murat Yıldırım, Kim Seol, 

Ali Atay and Damla Sönmez. It is about a Turkish 

soldier (Süleyman Dilbirliği) and his stepchild 

(Ayla) in Korea. More than 2 million people watched 

the film and it made 35 million Turkish liras. Ayla 

is suitable for children over 7 years old. 

 

Who is the director of the film? 

___________________________________    

Who are the starrings? 

_____________________________________ 

How much money did it make? 

___________________________________   

Who can watch it? 

____________________________________ 

How many people watched it? 

_________________________________     

What is the film about ? 

___________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

1- quiz show / 2- talk show/ 3-sports programme/                 

4- documentary / 5- TV series/ 6- cartoon / 7- weather 

forecast/8- news/9-reality show/ 10- music programme 

Fill in the blanks with Tv programmes. 

1- It is amusing TV series about fictional character…………... 

2-It gives information about current events……………………. 

3-It is a fictional drama about daily lives………………………… 

4-Some guests talk about their lives and works………………… 

5-People compete with each other by trying to answer 

questions…………………………..                                                                        

6-A group of people come together to discuss a 

topic……………...............                                                                         

7-It shows real events about ordinary people. …………………                      

8-It describes new recipes……………………………….. 

 

MAMMALS INSECTS BIRDS REPTILES 

    

    

    

    

1.mane         2. tail         3.horn         4.claw         5. tusk         
6. Beak         7.wing         8.paw         9. fin         10. trunk 

 (……. /.…..) (……….) (……….)

 (……….)  (……….) (……….)            

 (……….) (……….)   (……….) 
                                                                               
        

parrot- snake- ant– crocodile–eagle-bee–bear- owl-wolf- 

lizard–dolphin–butterfly–whale–ostrich-ladybird-chameleon 



Write sentences with using ‘’prefer’’      

1-                                                                                                         

He prefers…………………………….                                                         

2                                                                                            

She……………………………………                                                       

3-                                                             

They don’t…………………………………………                                         

4-                                                                   

My friend and I ……………………………….. 

Write the names of animals below. 

Chameleon – lion – ostrich - polar bear  -                       

scorpion – crocodile - eagle 

1- It is dangerous and poisonous insect. It has six legs.                 

It has poison in its tail. It lives in desert. It’s carnivore.               

……………………………                                                                

2- It’s enormous.It has fur and mane.It lives in the jungle. 

It It’s a carnivore and predator.It’s king of jungle.                             

……………………                                                                       

3- It has got green color and sharp teeth.It’s carnivore and 

reptile.It lives on land and in the water and it’s amphibian. 

……………………..                                                                 

4- It’s an enormous animal. It lives in Arctic.                                  

It’s endangered animal. It has white fur. It has four paws. 

It’s carnivore…………………………….                                        

5- It’s a bird. It has wings but it can’t fly. It’s herbivore.                  

It lays egg.It has long beak.It has long legs and it can run 

fast. ………………………………                                                

6- It’s large bird.It is carnivore and predator.It has two big 

wings.It has sharp claws and beak.It lives on mountain. 

…………………….                                                                      

7- It can climb trees. It eats insects. It’s reptile.                           

It’s omnivore. It has a long tongue and tail.It can change 

colors. …………………………. 

 

 

 

Match the questions with the answers. 

1- How long does a butterfly live?       ……..                                         

2-How many types of insects are there in the world? …..              

3- How much does an elephant weigh?      ……                                                 

4- What do monkeys eat?               ………                                        

5- Where do giraffes live?               ………                                              

6- Do the lions lay eggs?                 ………                                              

7-How fast does a cheetah run?       ………                                              

8- How long is a snake?                    ………                                                  

9- How often do lions hunt?             ……….                                                      

10- What color is a rhino?                ……….                                                                  

 

a) It’s gray.                                                                                                     

b) They live in Savannah.                                                        

c) They usually hunt during the night.                                                                                                   

d) No, they don’t.                                                                               

e) Nearly 5000 kg.                                                                                  

f) They eat banana.                                                                                  

g) It can run 87 kph.                                                                          

h) There are about 850.000                                                                        

ı) It is nearly 8 meters long.                                                                         

j)  About two weeks. 

Complete the sentences with ‘’Simple Past Tense’’. 
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